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Abstract

Context Code smells are patterns in source code associated with an increased defect rate and a higher maintenance
effort than usual, but without a clear definition. Code smells are often detected using rules hard-coded in detection
tools. Such rules are often set arbitrarily or derived from data sets tagged by reviewers without the necessary industrial
know-how. Conclusions from studying such data sets may be unreliable or even harmful, since algorithms may achieve
higher values of performance metrics on them than on models tagged by experts, despite not being industrially useful.

Objective Our goal is to investigate the performance of various machine learning algorithms for automated code
smell detection trained on code smell data set(MLCQ) derived from actively developed and industry-relevant projects
and reviews performed by experienced software developers.

Method We assign the severity of the smell to the code sample according to a consensus between the severities
assigned by the reviewers, use the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) as our main performance metric to account for
the entire confusion matrix, and compare the median value to account for non-normal distributions of performance. We
compare 6720 models built using eight machine learning techniques. The entire process is automated and reproducible.

Results Performance of compared techniques depends heavily on analyzed smell. The median value of our perfor-
mance metric for the best algorithm was 0.81 for Long Method, 0.31 for Feature Envy, 0.51 for Blob, and 0.57 for Data
Class.

Conclusions Random Forest and Flexible Discriminant Analysis performed the best overall, but in most cases the
performance difference between them and the median algorithm was no more than 10% of the latter. The performance
results were stable over multiple iterations. Although the F-score omits one quadrant of the confusion matrix (and thus
may differ from MCC), in code smell detection, the actual differences are minimal.
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1. Introduction

The amount of software written each year increases
dramatically, and even just the cost of correcting defects is
measured in billions of dollars [1]. Research on the cost of
changes suggests that the effort spent to introduce a mod-
ification increases substantially with the evolution of the
project [2]. This, of course, poses a number of challenges
for large projects.

Some studies suggest that both maintenance effort and
number of defects are distributed according to the Pareto
principle: a small number of entities consume most of the
effort and have most of the defects [3, 4, 5, 6]. Detecting
those entities (regardless of whether they are files, classes,
modules, subsystems, or microservices) is likely to help
software maintainers refactor the critical areas and avoid
a number of problems.
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However, the detection of such fragments prior to pro-
duction deployment is a challenging task, as it requires a
thorough review of the whole code base. While this may
be a viable option for system maintainers (since they need
to know the code anyway), it is hardly a scalable solu-
tion. It is also not a solution that can be adopted by any
consultancy (except for a few high-risk industries, such
as medical and military). While it is possible to detect
these fragments retroactively by analyzing incoming de-
fect reports, it is generally preferable to solve problems
without involving users. This is true especially in non-
open-source environments, where there may be only a few
paying customers. In such a context, defects may attract
higher management attention or even cause the company
to lose contracts.

Therefore, it is reasonable to look for automated tools
and heuristics that can help software developers detect
modules that are likely to contain defects. To aid in this
detection, the concept of code smell was coined by Fowler
and Beck in the late 1990s [7]. A “code smell” is a code
snippet (or several snippets) that “usually corresponds to
a deeper problem in the system”. Once such code smells
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are detected, increased focus must be placed on them, as
they are likely to require extra effort during maintenance
and implementation of new features. Sometimes, such a
detection may lead to reworking the module in the form of
a refactoring. A “code smell” is a heuristic concept, so it
is not necessarily a problem itself—a developer may have
planned such a design and may very well have had valid
reasons to use such a pattern. However, if the “smelly”
code spontaneously emerges, it is likely to cause problems.
Even if it was planned, extra caution should be exercised
when performing modifications that may affect it (e.g.,
additional layer of regression testing, additional documen-
tation, etc.), as unplanned consequences are likely.

That said, “usually corresponds to a deeper problem
in the system” does not say anything about how to detect
such problems, so by itself it is not a useful criterion even
for experienced software developers, not to mention au-
tomated detection. To address this problem and present
some more concrete examples (not an exhaustive list), in
the initial publication Fowler [7] presented a catalog of 22
named code smells (“Feature Envy”, “Functional Decom-
position”, “Long Method” etc.) and a brief description,
meant for human developers (in a fashion similar to how
Gang of Four described the original set of design patterns
in [8]). While software developers may find those descrip-
tions useful and perhaps even prefer them vague, those
descriptions are also not well suited for automated tools.

There have been many attempts to define code smells
using various techniques and predictors–from classic object-
oriented metrics [9, 10] through text-based detection [11]
up to analyzing clusters of changes and co-changes [12, 13].
However, even though much effort has already been put
into the domain, we believe that there is still room for
an exploratory study like this one. There are four main
differences between this study and similar studies in the
area:

1. we use a separately published data set built from ac-
tively maintained software projects and reviewed by
software developers with industrial experience [14],

2. our primary focus is on optimizing Matthews’ Corre-
lation Coefficient (MCC) metric, taking into account
recommendations from recent studies by Shepperd et
al. [15] and Yao and Shepperd [16],

3. we focus on median results and quartiles to account
for non-normal distributions of performance metrics,

4. our study is focused on reproducibility [17, 18, 19],
providing all source data, execution scripts, and pa-
rameters in a complete reproduction package (de-
scribed in detail in Section 3.6).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 describes the approaches to code smell detection
taken by other researchers, Section 3 describes details of
our research setup, and Section 4 contains the results of
our study. Then, in Section 5, we discuss the findings and
possible shortcomings, and we conclude the paper in Sec-
tion 6.

2. Related work

Code smell detection is an area that has been inten-
sively researched. We found seven systematic reviews pub-
lished in the last six years that cover the area of code
smell detection. Some of the reviews, e.g., [20, 21, 22] fo-
cus solely on code smell detection using machine learning
techniques, while others, like [23], also include more tradi-
tional methods, such as preset detection rules. Reviews by
Caram et al. [24] and Santos et al. [25] cover a wider per-
spective on the general state of the art, the usefulness of
code smells (mainly in the areas of code maintainability,
change proneness, error proneness, and bug prediction),
and their wider applicability.

A particularly large-scale survey (spanning papers from
1990 to 2017) is presented in [26] and discusses the overall
state of the art in code smell research, including who the
researchers are, what the trends are, what the research
goals are, and what the future goals are for the domain.

In general, methods used for code smell detection in-
clude a plethora of solutions: static algorithms (e.g., rules
like in DETEX [10]), general-purpose machine learning
solutions (such as decision trees and random forests [9,
27, 28], SVMs [9, 27], Bayesian techniques [29, 9], neural
networks [30] or rules [27]) and some methods developed
specifically for code smells, such as analysis of co-change
patterns [12], code history analysis [31], text processing
[11] and deep learning methods [32, 33, 34, 35, 36], which
were not yet thoroughly researched in regard to application
in code smell detection. Some researchers do not create full
machine learning models but instead decide to only tune
parameters of pre-created models [37, 38]. Often, this tun-
ing uses sophisticated statistical [39] or evolutionary [40]
techniques.

A recent comparison between machine learning tech-
niques and rules (represented by the DÉCOR tool) [41]
suggests that rules may achieve better performance than
machine learning algorithms, but are still not good enough
to be practically useful. Other research, e.g., [36] shows
machine learning algorithms performing better than pre-
defined rules. Overall, the performance of the methods
used by more than one researcher varies greatly between
different studies (we show specific examples in Section 5.3).
In [19], we concluded that one of the reasons for this varia-
tion may be the lack of a shared data set that would enclose
the understanding of the "code smell" concept that comes
from experienced software developers or, more generally,
the lack of a standardized way to create such data sets, as
it is obvious that a single data set would not be sufficient.

From a practical standpoint, it is also important to un-
derstand that not all smells are equal; developers prioritize
addressing them not only by their severity, but also by the
importance of the module in which they occur [42]. Some
smells are not perceived as problems, but as suboptimal
(but acceptable) design choices [43]. There are also papers
suggesting that refactoring does not decrease the severity
of code smells [44].
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There are several drawbacks that we found in most of
the existing body of research: first, the most popular data
sets, including the one provided by Fontana et al. [9], were
tagged by students. As we argue in [14], existence and
severity of code smells is part of technical knowledge that
is not taught in universities, but rather obtained during
industrial practice. Since students, by definition, lack this
experience, their tagging of code smells has to be super-
ficial. While the overall agreement between developers as
to what constitutes a code smell does not seem to be high
[45], developers are the domain experts and ones who, in
practice, get to decide whether a given code snippet is or is
not smelly, simply by virtue of being the people who work
with code. Although the understanding of code smells ex-
hibited by students may be similar to the understanding
exhibited by some of the developers, we are not aware of
any study that demonstrates this to a satisfying degree.
Second, as demonstrated in [19], most studies do not pro-
vide a complete reproduction package, and a substantial
part of the studies do not provide a description that is
detailed enough for reproduction.

Perception of code smells severity is an area of active
research. Fontana et al. [46] used four-point severity scale
from 0 (no-smell), through 1 (non-severe smell), 2 (smell)
to 3 (severe smell). The scale is used to prioritize code
smell and acquire more information from the data set re-
viewers – however, the number of severities is arbitrary.
Pecorelli et al. [47] used a five-point severity scale dur-
ing the data collection phase to assess the severity of code
smell (called criticality in their paper), but later decided
to use a three-point scale for modeling purposes. Taibi
et al. [48] conducted a medium-scale survey on perceived
code smell harmfulness. They also used a five-point scale,
but the paper does not report any modeling. Results of
[48] suggest that there may be an important difference be-
tween the theoretical sentiment toward code smells (even
by senior developers) and practical consequences of this
sentiment (e.g., in the form of refactoring recommenda-
tions). A further study by Sae-Lim et al. [42] selected
task relevance and module importance as two important
factors (apart from the severity of the smell) that guide
the refactoring recommendations of developers.

Performance metrics that researchers most often use
include precision, recall, accuracy, and F-score [20]. How-
ever, accuracy behaves badly in the presence of imbalanced
classes, while precision, recall, and F-score only include
three quadrants of the confusion matrix. Yao and Shep-
perd [16] reported that this may have a substantial impact
on the interpretation of the results. Their research is re-
lated to defect prediction, but the same argument can also
be made for code smells. Thus, we present the most com-
mon metrics together with the MCC metric, while at the
same time reporting the full confusion matrices in the re-
production package described in Section 3.6.

This is our first study on creating general purpose code
smell models; previously we focused on creating a large-
scale data set [14], systematic reviews of the literature on

applying machine learning techniques to code smell de-
tection [20] and the reproducibility of code smell research
[19], and, on a smaller scale, investigating the relationship
between new Java language features and the existence of
code smells [49].

In this study, we use a curated data set that was built
by software engineers with industrial expertise [14] and
provide a full reproduction package that contains all op-
erations performed on the data set to obtain the results
presented. Of course, since the process of machine learn-
ing relies on randomness (e.g., to generate folds for cross-
validation), the results that other researchers obtain dur-
ing reproduction may be slightly different. Nevertheless,
the results we obtained were remarkably stable for virtu-
ally every algorithm and data set, so there shall be no
significant differences.

We used the MLCQ data set reported by us in data
paper [14] based on a set of industry-relevant projects se-
lected using a technique presented in [50]. The same data
set was also used in [51] and [36]. The main difference
between this study and [51] lies primarily in the data pre-
processing and details of the machine learning procedure
— the authors of [51] used a decision tree and random
forest algorithm, while we analyzed a much wider range
of algorithms. We also use the hyperparameter optimiza-
tion method for training, since, wherever applicable, we
optimize for MCC (hyperparameter optimization was not
reported by the authors of [51]). The third difference lies in
the set of predictors used. While both our paper and [51]
use metrics provided by PMD3, we added an additional
set of metrics, calculated by internal CODEBEAT tools4.
These metrics are briefly described in Tables A.7 and A.8.
On the other hand, the authors of [51] also used results
from a commercial tool, Understand by SciTools. On the
other hand, the authors of [36] used a different approach
and, in addition to using code metrics, they also decided
to use three source code embeddings (code2vec, code2seq
and CuBERT). Their method to resolve the severity of
code smell is the same as the method we used for DS1
(the severity resolution in this paper is described in Sec-
tion 3.3). The authors of [36] also decided to focus on Blob
(called God Class in their paper) and Long Method.

3. Method

In this section, we describe the details of our research
setup and process, including the characteristics of the data
set used, the set of predictors, algorithms, and perfor-
mance metrics used.

The main goal of this paper is to investigate which
algorithms achieve the best performance metrics in the

3https://pmd.github.io/
4https://codebeat.co/ is an automated online code review ser-

vice developed by the code quest company that assisted in creating
the MLCQ data set that, in turn, we needed to help them develop
code smell prediction models.
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problem of code smell detection (RQ1), and to determine
whether the difference in performance between various al-
gorithms is substantial. However, we are aware that there
may be predictors that we did not include, and that mat-
ter; to estimate this effect, we decided to compare our work
with other publications that use same data set (but possi-
bly different predictors). We reflect upon this problem in
RQ2.

Lastly, we also briefly compare our results with the re-
sults that other researchers achieved on different data sets,
using various techniques. We did not replicate all other
studies, but instead we simply included the performance
reported by the authors of each method. This activity is
the subject of RQ3 and is meant to present the scale of
differences that can be expected when changing data sets.

The research questions we will attempt to answer are
the following:

RQ1 Which machine learning algorithms are best used for
the detection of code smells?

RQ2 How do our results compare to the results that other
researchers were able to achieve on the MLCQ data
set?

RQ3 How do our results compare with the results that
other researchers were able to achieve (irrespective
of the data set)?

3.1. Data set
We use the data set that was originally published in [14].

The data set contains over 14000 reviews of around 5000
Java code snippets gathered from 26 software developers.
Reviews are split into four code smells: Blob, Data Class
(DC), Feature Envy (FE), and Long Method (LM). Each
review assigns exactly one severity of a single smell to a sin-
gle code snippet. There are four available severity levels:
none, minor, major, and critical. The exact number
of reviews with each severity for each smell is presented
in Table 1.

Table 1: Number of reviews per severity per smell

Name #total #critical #major #minor #none

Blob 4019 127 312 535 3045
DC 4021 146 401 510 2964
LM 3362 78 274 454 2556
FE 3337 24 142 288 2883

The data set has an embedded cross-check, i.e., every
snippet that was selected to exhibit some features of a
given smell (i.e., the first reviewer assigned a minor, ma-
jor, or critical severity to the sample) is cross-checked by
another developer. If the reviewers disagree, a third review
is provided. The reviewers responsible for performing the
cross-check did not see the severity assigned by the first
ones, but were aware that they are performing a cross-
check.

There were 26 reviewers from at least eight compa-
nies (some of the reviewers declined to answer this ques-
tion), with a maximum of eight developers known to be
from a single company. These eight developers contributed
around 55% of the total number of reviews. All the devel-
opers had industrial experience. 19% of the total number
of reviews were contributed by developers with less than
two years of experience, 14% by developers with two to five
years of experience, and the remaining 67% by developers
with more than five years of experience.

The published version of the data set presented in [14]
does not contain predictors. This was a deliberate deci-
sion, and its goal was to avoid locking researchers into
predefined predictors and, possibly, into the errors that
the authors have made when calculating those.

Compared to other code smell data sets, there are sev-
eral important differences: in this one, the reviews were
made by experienced software developers, random sam-
pling was used for obtaining candidate code snippets (ones
that were later reviewed), and an automated approach was
used for project acquisition. These properties make it pos-
sible to replicate a code smell data set that should have
similar properties.

3.2. Predictors
Predictors are obviously required to perform classifica-

tion. We decided to use two sets of software metrics: one
provided by our industrial partner (i.e., the code quest
company that owns the CODEBEAT platform) and the
other provided by PMD. Occasionally, some metrics may
have been duplicated between those two sets, which might
have caused issues for some algorithms, for example for
Naive Bayes. PMD is an open-source tool that can analyze
source code and calculate metrics (using a special module
– metrics framework). Its default set of metrics is lim-
ited, but it allows for the creation of custom user-defined
metrics. It is also a tool used by other researchers to gen-
erate code metrics [52, 51, 53]. CODEBEAT metrics have
not yet been used in research, because they are metrics
generated by our industrial partner, who calculates them
in several languages and was interested in knowing how
useful they are for code smell detection, since they were
looking at expanding the capabilities of their product.

The initial set of default predictors provided by CODE-
BEAT and PMD was extended to include the predictors
that were most commonly used by other researchers. The
analysis of the use of predictors in the literature was done
as part of a joint research project with the code quest com-
pany. The results were partially published in [20]. The de-
tailed analysis of the usage of predictors is not part of [20],
but is based on the data included in the reproduction pack-
age for [20], thus is fully reproducible.

Since there are more than 50 metrics available in total,
we do not describe all of them in detail here. Instead, we
include a brief description in tables A.7 and A.8 and com-
plete documentation in the reproduction package in Sec-
tion 3.6. Some metrics were only relevant for classes, while
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others were only relevant for methods. In total, 49 metrics
were used in class smell models and 14 metrics were used
for method smell models. We generally did not remove
any predictors from the source data set, but instead fil-
tered them out during data preprocessing in our R scripts.
A predictor was removed from the data set if its variability
was low (below 2% of the samples was different from the
mode of the data set), since constant features are of little
relevance to machine learning algorithms[54].

We explicitly decided to focus only on the source code
metrics and ignore process metrics due to how data set
was built: developers were presented with a code sample
and then they had to decide whether the sample exhibits
a smell or not. Although they did have a link to the entire
repository and could look up file history, in practice this
option was not used during review (some reviewers used
it to look up projects from particularly interesting code
snippets, but this was usually done post-review). This
means that developers were able to detect the smell from
the structure of the code snippet alone, without knowing
its history. Therefore, the model should be able to detect
the structure as well. This does not mean that process
metrics cannot be used as predictors as is the case in soft-
ware defect prediction [55]; in fact, it is possible that some
features that lead to smelly code stem from interactions
that can be detected using process metrics [56]. However,
our assumption is that it should not be necessary to use
process metrics to reach the same conclusions, since the
developer does not use them.

In software engineering, in general, obtaining predic-
tors with low correlation is challenging and requires a com-
plex feature engineering process (e.g., all "size" metrics are
usually correlated with each other). We decided not to per-
form such a process, at risk of impacting performance of
models that are more sensitive to correlated variables (e.g.,
Naïve Bayes). This decision should not affect the results of
algorithms with built-in resilience to correlation between
predictors, such as Random Forest. After performing a
post hoc correlation analysis (after the models were al-
ready evaluated), we discovered that multiple predictors
have a high correlation (occasionally even more than 0.9),
which impacts some, but not all, of the models. In partic-
ular, the Naïve Bayes classifier is heavily affected, which
may be the reason why it performed poorly.

3.3. Severities
Each review from the data set published in [14] con-

tains an assessment of a severity assigned by a reviewer
(software developer) to a given code sample for a given
code smell – each reviewer assigns a single severity to a
sample/smell pair, but there may be multiple reviews of
the same sample. There are four possible severities, in as-
cending order of severity: none, minor, major, and critical.
Developers were not presented with any specific guidelines
for assigning severities and were asked to select according
to their expertise.

Initial data set

Selecting reviews
for a given smell

Grouping by sample id

Assigning median sever-
ity as sample severity

Thresholding/Binarization

Figure 1: Data set preparation process

For some samples, the original data set has more than
one review. For all samples in which any of the reviews
points to a severity other than none a cross-check was em-
ployed. In case of disagreement, a third review was re-
quested. A direct usage of the data set would mean as-
signing several severities to some of the samples. To avoid
this, we assign to each sample the median severity of all
its reviews, disregarding who the reviewer was. In the
rare case where the number of reviews was even and did
not result in a clean median, the higher severity value was
used.

After that operation, we have decided to perform the
training as a binary classification task. To do that, for each
of the code smells, we have created two data sets based on
two different cutoff points:

DS1 C1: none, C2: minor + major + critical,
DS2 C1: none + minor, C2: major + critical.

A diagram showing this process is presented in Fig-
ure 1. Samples with severity at the threshold or below are
assigned a negative class in the final binary data set ("no
smell"), samples above are assigned a positive class ("smell
present"). The process was executed two times for each
code smell – once with the threshold at severity=none
(DS1 – positive class contains all samples with median
severity equal to minor, major, or critical), second with
the threshold at severity=minor (DS2 – positive class
contains all samples with median severity equal to major
or critical).

We also considered using DS3 with only critical sam-
ples marked as smelly, but there were too few samples
marked as critical to provide a solid training data set.
Even in the case of DS2 the data set is severely imbalanced,
and in the case of one smell – Feature Envy – it was not
possible to build models performing better than random,
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thus we do not include analysis for DS2 for Feature Envy
in this paper.

Other data sets, e.g., one used in [9], are often balanced
to some extent and include a similar number of smells of
each kind. This is often done by using advisors (automated
scripts that suggest "potential candidates") and/or arbi-
trary selection of samples for review and training process.
Which of the methods should be used to provide data sets
that can be used in practical applications may be a subject
of further research and we will not discuss it in this paper.

3.4. Algorithms
To preprocess data and build machine learning mod-

els, we use the R package mlr [57]. Pre-processing steps
and models were initially developed by the authors as
part of the joint research and development project with
the code quest company, but evolved further to the form
published on GitHub5. We used the following algorithms:
Conditional Inference Trees (CTree) [58], Flexible Discrim-
inant Analysis (FDA) [59] Mixture Discriminant Analy-
sis (MDA) [60], K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [61], Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [62, 63], Naïve Bayes [63], and
Random Forests [64]. To rectify the imbalance in the data
set, we oversampled the minority class by a factor of 10 us-
ing the bagging technique. Originally, we also tried using
SMOTE, but in preliminary tests (not reported in this pa-
per), there was no substantial performance improvement.

Obviously, we were unable to verify every possible set
of parameters for these algorithms, but a wide range of
them were tested using the hyperparameter tuning feature
of mlr. We present a summary in Section 4.

Whenever the tuning of hyperparameters was applica-
ble, we optimized for the highest value of MCC.

3.5. Performance metrics
As we found in [20], most studies use accuracy, preci-

sion, recall, and F-score as their performance metrics. To
provide some comparison possibility, we do report those
metrics, but at the same time we also provide MCC (rec-
ommended by Shepperd et al. [15] and Yao and Shepperd[16]),
as well as balanced accuracy.

The final results of our performance metrics are based
on average values from 120 runs of a five-fold cross-validation
procedure for each machine learning algorithm. Sampling
during fold creation is stratified to ensure that each fold
receives data from each class. We also provide standard
deviation and quartiles in the box plots.

The value of MCC also serves as a basic benchmark,
since it indicates how well a classifier performs compared to
random guessing. In response to RQ3, we briefly present
results published in the scientific literature for other data
sets. These results are incomparable, since the data set
acquisition process is very different. Problems with com-
parison and reproducibility of code smell data set creation

5https://github.com/thecodebeat/model-build-scripts

are discussed in detail in [19] – here we only note that very
high performance on one data set does not mean high per-
formance for another one. The differences in performance,
as noted in [24], can be attributed to the differences in
the data sets, and discussing the details of the data set
creation procedures is outside the scope of this study.

3.6. Reproduction package
Reproducibility of research is important [17, 19, 18].

To streamline the uptake of the research results of this
paper and to guarantee maximum reproducibility of the
study, a complete reproduction package is provided. The
package can be downloaded from Zenodo https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.7319860. It contains the following
artifacts:

1. a complete data set (including values of all predictors
for all samples),

2. brief description of all available predictors,
3. a set of R scripts used to preprocess data, as well as

create and evaluate models,
4. a set of R scripts used to generate diagrams and data

tables,
5. an instruction on how to use the scripts,
6. a complete set of results, including full confusion ma-

trices and built R models,
7. description of the environment where experiments

were conducted,
8. tables with detailed results,
9. scripts used for statistical analysis and their results,

10. a data sheet that describes the contents in detail.

The source code used in the study was also published
on GitHub6 with the tag 1.0.0-paper. We encourage
researchers to verify our results and submit pull requests
in case of any issues.

4. Results

In this section, we briefly study the results obtained for
each of the smells and methods. Due to limited space, we
only present boxplot diagrams with the results here; exact
values can be found in the data tables present in a separate
data appendix. Statistical analysis of differences between
distributions is performed using a global Kruskal-Wallis
test with a follow-up pairwise Nemenyi test. Statistical
analysis is performed only for MCC values. The nonpara-
metric effect size was estimated using the probability of
superiority (Vargha and Delaney’s A) p̂ – its value ranges
from 0 to 1, with 0.5 indicating stochastic equality, and 1
indicating that the first group dominates the second [65].

6https://github.com/tlewowski/code-smell-modelling
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4.1. Feature Envy
Feature Envy in this research is treated as a method-

level smell, because the data set for it was gathered on a
per-method basis. In the subject literature, Feature Envy
is sometimes also treated as a class-level smell. Concep-
tually, Feature Envy is related to methods that use op-
erations from external classes more often than their own
operations. Feature Envy detection performance results
for DS1 are shown in Figure 2, while detailed data tables
are available in the data appendix included in the repro-
duction package. Analysis was not performed on DS2 due
to a heavy imbalance (20 samples of smelly code and 2394
samples of non-smelly code).

Figure 2: Feature Envy (DS1)

The performance metrics achieved for Feature Envy are
by far the lowest among the code smells analyzed. They
are also fairly uniform, with a large overlap between most
of the techniques (in terms of MCC) and little variance for
each technique.

The best performance for DS1 was achieved by the
FDA classifier with a median MCC value of 0.31. In terms
of other performance metrics, the F-score values follow the
same pattern as MCC. Precision is uniformly low for all
methods, with the highest median value of 0.26, but the
median value of recall in case of Naive Bayes is 0.71, which
is 0.13 (over 22%) more than the second best algorithm
in terms of recall – FDA. In fact, Naive Bayes classifier
focuses on recall so much that it visibly affects not only
precision (lowest median of all algorithms – 0.12) but also
accuracy (median for Naive Bayes – 0.71, median for the
second-worst algorithm – KNN – 0.87).

In the case of Feature Envy detection, MCC was signif-
icantly different for different machine learning algorithms

(H(7) = 781.06, p-value < 2.2 × 10−16). The Nemenyi
post hoc test with the chi-square approximation yields a
p-value < 2.2×10−16 for all comparisons with FDA, except
MDA (where the p-value was 8.9×10−7) and Random For-
est (where the p-value was 2.2× 10−5). The value of p̂ for
all pairwise comparisons with FDA is at least 0.847, which
(according to Kitchenham et al. [65]) is considered a large
effect size. This confirms that in the case of Feature Envy
detection, for DS1, the FDA algorithm achieves the best
results in terms of MCC.

The number of positive samples for this code smell is
very low, which may be the reason why the performance
metrics are so low (compared to other code smells). This
can be interpreted as a problem with data gathering, but
since the data were gathered using the same flow for all
code smells, this may also be an indicator that Feature
Envy is either not a common problem in modern software
projects (at least in the eyes of the software engineers in-
volved in code smell reviews) or that it substantially differs
from other analyzed smells. We were unable to conduct
follow-up interviews with the reviewers to decide whether
this is the case, so we decided that it remains a problem
to be solved in the future.

4.2. Long Method
Long Method is a smell at the method level. Con-

trary to its name, it is associated not only with methods
that are too long (span over too many lines), but also with
ones that perform too many actions and have too many re-
sponsibilities or are too complex – these properties usually
correlate with size. Long Method detection performance
results for DS1 are shown in Figure 3 and for DS2 in Fig-
ure 4, while detailed data tables are available in the data
appendix included in the reproduction package.

Performance metrics achieved for Long Method are the
highest among the code smells analyzed. They are also
uniform both between algorithms – there is less than 10%
difference between the best and worst algorithm for each
data set (in terms of median MCC) – and also for multi-
ple iterations of a single algorithm. There is also a large
overlap between algorithms when it comes to results.

Generally, it seems easier to separate classes in DS2
than in DS1. The best performance was achieved by the
Random Forest classifier, with a median MCC value greater
than 0.80 for DS2 and greater than 0.75 for DS1.

In terms of other performance metrics, the values of
the F-score follow the same pattern as MCC. An inter-
esting case is DS1 – MCC values of both Naive Bayes
and Random Forest algorithms are very similar (highest
of the algorithms analyzed), but there is a huge differ-
ence in terms of precision and recall – Naive Bayes al-
gorithm has by far the highest precision (with minimum
above maximum for any other algorithm) and lowest re-
call (with maximum overlapping only with minimum for
KNN), while Random Forest has median precision slightly
above others (save Naive Bayes) and median recall in the
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Figure 3: Long Method (DS1)

middle of the pack, with a lot of overlap with other meth-
ods in both cases. In the case of DS2, such an effect cannot
be observed.

In the case of Long Method detection, MCC was signif-
icantly different for different machine learning algorithms,
i.e., (H(7) = 724.12, p-value < 2.2×10−16) for DS1, while
(H(7) = 531.62, p-value < 2.2× 10−16) for DS2. For DS1,
the Nemenyi post hoc test with the chi-square approxi-
mation produces a p-value < 2.2 × 10−16 for all compar-
isons with Random Forest, apart from FDA (where the
p-value was 2.5×107) and Naive Bayes (where the p-value
was 0.7695). The nonparametric effect size p̂ is at least
0.799 in case of comparisions of Random Forest with all
other algorithms, which (according to [65]) is considered
a large effect size. For DS2, the situation is similar. The
Nemenyi post hoc test with the chi-square approximation
yields a p-value < 2.2 × 10−16 for all comparisons with
Random Forest, apart from FDA (where the p-value was
0.00012), CTree (where the p-value was 1.3e − 14), and
KNN (where the p-value was 4.4× 10−16). The nonpara-
metric effect size p̂ is at least 0.866 in case of compari-
sions of Random Forest with all other algorithms, which
(according to [65]) is considered a large effect size. This
confirms that in the case of Long Method detection, both
for DS1 and DS2, the Random Forest algorithm achieves
the best results in terms of MCC.

MDA seems to be the least stable algorithm, with a
number of low-precision models affecting its overall range
of results.

Figure 4: Long Method (DS2)

4.3. Blob
Blob is a class-level smell. Its meaning is similar to

the meaning of Long Method – it represents long, com-
plex, and contrived fragments of code that are hard to un-
derstand for developers. There are several smells closely
related to Blob (God Class, Large Class, Brain Class),
which share most of the properties with Blob, perhaps with
slightly different focus. They are all included in MLCQ
under the "Blob" label. Blob and its sibling smells are
the most researched code smells according to a recent re-
view [20]. Blob detection performance results are shown
for DS1 in Figure 5 and DS2 in Figure 6, while detailed
data tables are presented in the data appendix included in
the reproduction package.

Generally, it seems marginally easier to separate classes
in DS1 than in DS2. The best performance for DS1 was
achieved by the Random Forest Classifier with a median
MCC value of 0.51. In the case of DS2, the best perfor-
mance was achieved by the FDA and MDA classifiers, with
a median MCC value of 0.46.

Blob is a smell with fairly uniform performance with
regard to MCC, F-score, and precision, but substantially
varying when it comes to recall, with high variability for
each method and big overlap between methods, especially
in the case of DS2. The FDA classifier achieved a partic-
ularly high recall, in the case of DS1 reaching 0.88. While
there are several outliers below this value, it is worth not-
ing that the upper three quartiles cover only values be-
tween 0.88 and 0.90, which is a remarkably stable result.
The algorithm with the second recall value, CTree, had a
median recall of 0.84 with the upper three quartiles be-
tween 0.84 and 0.87. All other medians are below 0.80.
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Figure 5: Blob (DS1)

For the same data set, the highest precision was achieved
in case of Naive Bayes - a median of 0.53 with the next
algorithm – Random Forest – reaching a median value of
0.47.

In case of Blob detection, MCC was significantly differ-
ent for different machine learning algorithms, i.e., (H(7) =
810.43, p-value < 2.2 × 10−16) for DS1, while (H(7) =
715.17, p-value < 2.2 × 10−16) for DS2. For DS1, the
Nemenyi post hoc test with the chi-square approximation
produces a p-value < 2.2× 10−16 for all comparisons with
Random Forest, apart from FDA (where the p-value was
0.1769) and CTree (where the p-value was 4.0 × 10−10).
The nonparametric effect size p̂ is at least 0.965 in case of
comparisions of Random Forest with all other algorithms,
which (according to [65]) is considered a large effect size.
This confirms that in the case of Blob detection, for DS1,
the Random Forest algorithm achieves the best results in
terms of MCC. For DS2, the Nemenyi post hoc test with
the chi-square approximation yields a p-value < 2.2×10−16

for all comparisons with FDA, except MDA (where the p-
value was 0.99874), Random Forest (where the p-value was
0.53945), and KNN (where the p-value was 6.1 × 10−4).
The nonparametric effect size p̂ is at least 0.798 in case of
comparisions of Random Forest with CTree, KNN, kSVM,
libSVM, Naïve Bayes, which (according to [65]) is consid-
ered a large effect size, whilst in comparisions of FDA with
Random Forest p̂ = 0.667 and MDA p̂ = 0.556, which are
considered medium-to-large and small effect size, respec-
tively. This confirms that in the case of Blob detection,
for DS2, the FDA algorithm achieves the best results in
terms of MCC, while MDA is the second.

Figure 6: Blob (DS2)

4.4. Data Class
Data Class is a particularly interesting smell, since,

despite including it in the original list of code smells, it
is not universally considered harmful. On the contrary,
Data Classes are a typical pattern when it comes to data
transfer or persistence even in object-oriented program-
ming. Indeed, Data Class is only viewed as a problem in
the object-oriented paradigm when acting as a domain ob-
ject. We will not discuss here whether using Data Class is
the right design choice, and instead we will focus on the
reviews provided by experts. Please note that even if using
a Data Class is justified, it is still marked as a Data Class
in the data set.

Detection of Data Class using the metrics that we had
access to is by no means straightforward. The perfor-
mance results of the Data Class detection are shown for
DS1 in Figure 7 and for DS2 in Figure 8, while detailed
data tables are presented in the data appendix included in
the reproduction package.

The differences between various methods’ performance
results in Data Class detection are the biggest in the study.

Generally, it seems easier to separate classes in DS1
than in DS2. The best performance for both DS1 and
DS2 was achieved by the Random Forest classifier, with a
median MCC value of 0.57 for DS1 and 0.53 for DS2.

The performance results for Data Class are generally
consistent for multiple iterations of the same algorithm
(except for recall for KNN for both data sets, Random For-
est for DS1 and FDA for DS2). However, they do vary
substantially between algorithms. Naive Bayes has the
worst recall results in the case of DS1 (median of 0.38,
compared to next algorithm – 0.74 for kSVM). This is par-
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Figure 7: Data Class (DS1)

ticularly surprising considering that for DS2 median recall
for Naive Bayes is the highest of all methods – 0.80 (on
the other hand, precision is very low – 0.19 – making the
results in terms of both F-score and MCC worst out of the
compared algorithms). The highest precision is achieved
by Random Forest for both DS1 and DS2 – 0.55 and 0.51,
respectively.

In the case of Data Class detection, MCC was signifi-
cantly different for different machine learning algorithms,
i.e., (H(7) = 909.77, p-value < 2.2×10−16) for DS1, while
(H(7) = 828.85, p-value < 2.2× 10−16) for DS2. For DS1,
the Nemenyi post hoc test with the chi-square approxima-
tion produces a p-value < 2.2× 10−16 for all comparisons
with Random Forest, apart from FDA (where the p-value
was 0.0536) and CTree (where the p-value was 1.3×10−8).
The nonparametric effect size p̂ is greater than 0.999 in the
case of comparisons of Random Forest with all other al-
gorithms, which (according to [65]) is considered a large
effect size. For DS2, the Nemenyi post hoc test with the
chi-square approximation produces a p-value < 2.2×10−16

for all comparisons with Random Forest, apart from FDA
(where the p-value was 0.047), and libSVM (where the p-
value was 4.4 × 10−16). The nonparametric effect size p̂
is at least 0.960 in case of comparisions of Random Forest
with all other algorithms, which (according to [65]) is con-
sidered a large effect size. This confirms that in the case
of Data Class detection, both for DS1 and DS2, the Ran-
dom Forest algorithm achieves the best results in terms of
MCC.

Figure 8: Data Class (DS2)

5. Discussion

In two of the three compared cases (Blob and Data
Class), a better performance was achieved with respect
to the median MCC in the case of DS1 (Figure 5, Fig-
ure 7) than in the case of DS2 (Figure 6, Figure 8). In
the case of the third, Long Method, better median MCC
was achieved for DS2 (Figure 4) than for DS1 (Figure 3).
This does not give a conclusive answer regarding whether
developers perceive "code smelliness" as a binary param-
eter or a continuum. In fact, this may even vary between
smells and developers, e.g., a claim in [51] is made that
for Blob and Data Class the main variation is between
minor/none and critical/major severities, while for Long
Method and Feature Envy no such grouping was identified.
This subject requires further research involving software
developers. This will be relevant for both researchers and
practitioners who aim to create data sets of code smells,
as it would give them guidelines on whether to expect de-
velopers to rank "smelliness" of the code on a scale or as
a binary attribute (or whether different strategies should
be employed for different smells).

5.1. RQ1: which machine learning algorithms are best used
for detection of code smells?

To decide which algorithm is the best for detecting code
smells, we have to take into account the performance for
all smells and all data sets. We decided to create a rank-
ing of methods and then recommend the top ones. In this
study, we rank on the basis of the median MCC achieved
by the algorithm. The complete ranking is presented in Ta-
ble A.4. For each code smell and data set, we rank the
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methods for their performance (median MCC) – for each
data set, a method gets assigned a number of points equal
to the number of methods that performed worse than it
on the given data set. Finally, we sum the points for each
method, performing a de facto Borda count voting.

A winner in this setup is the Random Forest algorithm
with a total score of 45, closely followed by the FDA al-
gorithm with a total score of 43. In every analyzed case,
one of those algorithms performed best, and both were
in the top three for every analyzed case. Of course, if
the desired characteristics differ from what we assumed
(e.g., the goal is to reduce false positives, even at the ex-
pense of false negatives), the best choice may be different.
However, if using an F-score specifically, the top three re-
sults are the same (although with slightly different scores),
as shown in Table A.5. A Friedman test performed on
the MCC result yields a p-value below 10−4 which sug-
gests that those results come from more than one distri-
bution. However, a post hoc Nemenyi test between all
pairs yields only six pairs for which the p-value is below
0.05: FDA-KNN, FDA-kSVM, FDA-Naive Bayes, Ran-
dom Forest-KNN, Random Forest-kSVM, Random Forest-
Naive Bayes. The nonparametric effect size p̂ is at least
0.918 in case of comparisons of Random Forest with all
algorithms except FDA, for which the value is 0.633. All
other comparisons with FDA also have an effect size of at
least 0.918. This can be interpreted as a large dominance
of Random Forest and FDA over all other algorithms and
a medium dominance of Random Forest over FDA.

We observed that in the case of our research, using
F-score instead of MCC would not affect the qualitative
output of the study – while the exact values would differ,
those two metrics follow a similar distribution for all an-
alyzed cases. Detailed differences are shown in Table A.6
– the largest difference in ranking is two places in three
cases. The overall ranking would change only in spots
4-7, where differences between methods are minimal any-
way. Although this result does not invalidate the general
recommendation of Shepperd et al. and Yao and Shep-
perd [15, 16] to use performance metrics that account for
all four quadrants of the confusion matrix, we agree with,
it is a suggestion that, in the particular area of code smell
detection, previous research that relied on F-score is likely
to achieve comparable results in terms of MCC.

In most cases, the best machine learning techniques are
able to achieve MCC values that correspond to moderate
to strong correlation with the actual existence of a code
smell. While, in general, the choice of an algorithm has
to be done on a case-by-case basis, Random Forest and
FDA algorithms have consistently achieved top results in
terms of median MCC and median F-score and can be
recommended as a starting point for further research.

Although Random Forest and FDA achieved the best
overall results, in many cases other methods have achieved
comparable results, often overlapping. Such uniformity
cannot be attributed to algorithm-specific shortcomings,
as a wide range of types of algorithms was analyzed–including

tree-based, analytic, instance-based, SVM and statistical.
It may be that different samples are classified correctly by
different types of classifiers, which would mean that the
results may be further improved by using classifier ensem-
bles, but according to preliminary results (this research
is still ongoing), using ensembles is unlikely to introduce
a substantial difference in classification performance (the
more so that Random Forrest is already a kind of ensem-
ble model). This observation led us to believe that it is
unlikely that the use of other machine learning algorithms
alone would yield substantially different results. The con-
sequence of this conclusion is that, to improve the perfor-
mance of the classifiers, new attributes should be added
to the samples. Those attributes should be new code met-
rics – while other areas of research on software engineer-
ing (e.g., research on defect prediction) also use process
metrics, we claim that these are also unlikely to strongly
improve the performance of code smell detection. The
reason for that is the process used for data set creation
– while code smell severities are assigned by domain ex-
perts in [14], those experts are not affiliated with reviewed
projects in any way. In fact, in most cases they see the re-
viewed code for the first time – thus, they were not able to
use any process metrics for their assessment. Determining
which specific code metrics would improve performance
the most is subject to further research. It is possible that
less typical features (related to properties such as code
styling, variable/function naming, and indentation) may
positively affect models’ results. Some work in this area
has been done in [36], where neural embeddings are used
as predictors with promising results, but this research is
still in its early stage.

5.2. RQ2: how do our results compare to results that other
researchers were able to achieve on the MLCQ data
set?

We were not able to compare our results with other
code smell detection tools, because existing tools (such as
JDeodorant [66, 67] or JSpIRIT [68]) are focused on im-
proving developers’ performance, not on large-scale stud-
ies. As such, those tools work as IDE plugins. Since
MLCQ is composed from over 500 projects, it is not feasi-
ble to manually import to an IDE and analyze all of them.

There are two papers that we know of that attempt to
solve the same problem – detect code smells – using the
same MLCQ data set and machine learning techniques [51]
and [36]. Results of [36] are directly comparable to ours on
DS1, while results of [51] are not, since the authors of [51]
focused on the effect of the severity cut-off threshold on
precision and accuracy, while we focused on performance,
particularly MCC, of various machine learning techniques
on fixed, two data splits into binary classes.

The main reason for incomparability is different data
preprocessing: we decided to first assign a higher median
severity to each sample and then split into DS1 and DS2,
while the authors of [51] decided to use a different severity
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aggregation technique, based on a weighted mean of all
severities.

Since it is important to establish a common baseline,
we decided to replicate the aggregation technique presented
in [51] to verify that our results match. It is important
since we use a slightly different set of predictors, thus it is
possible that we have no access to some relevant informa-
tion. This is particularly important since one of the con-
clusions of RQ1 is that additional predictors are needed.

Replication was done only by training ten Random For-
est models for each data point. The replication was run
twice – once when hyperparameters were optimized for the
best value of MCC, and the second time when they were
optimized for best value of precision. We present only re-
sults optimized for MCC but results of the run optimized
for precision are not much different. The authors of [51]
decided to analyze only Blob and Data Class, thus only
those are included in the replication.

The reproduction was executed using the same work-
flow as our original research with three exceptions:

1. sample aggregation was done using a sum instead of
median,

2. thresholding into positive/negative class was done
based on the sum and not on the median,

3. in one of the runs (200 models) we optimize hyper-
parameters for precision, not for MCC.

We trained a total of 400 models (200 for Data Class
and 200 for Blob). The results are shown in Figures 9
and 10, while detailed performance data are presented in
the data appendix included in the reproduction package.

Figure 9: Blob, Random Forest (reproduction)

Figure 10: Data Class, Random Forest (reproduction)

Overall, we have not been able to reproduce the results
shown in [51]. With a threshold above 2.0, the learning
process was getting unstable due to the small number of
positive samples (17 for Blob at 2.25, 6 for Blob at 2.50,
29 for Data Class at 2.25, 18 for Data Class at 2.50), thus
this area is not shown on Figure 9 and Figure 10.

In the area analyzed, our results, compared to the orig-
inal results shown in [51], are worse in terms of preci-
sion (accuracy is not a valid metric for imbalanced data
sets, so we will not discuss it). Assuming that the results
of [51] are valid, the most likely explanation is that the
Understand [69] metrics are much more informative with
regard to code smell detection than the CODEBEAT met-
rics (both Understand and CODEBEAT are commercial
offerings). A list of more than 100 metrics provided by
Understand, together with their definitions, is available
online7. On the other hand, the list of metrics provided
by CODEBEAT is much smaller – there are a total of 28
metrics, which are briefly discussed in Table A.7.

The research described in [36] was also concerned only
with Long Method and Blob (called God Class there). We
present their results and compare them to the median Ran-
dom Forest result on DS1 (column ∆RF ) in Table 2 (only
F-scores are included).

As presented in Table 2, results achieved by our Ran-
dom Forest classifier achieved higher results in terms of F
score compared to the approaches used in [36].

7See https://support.scitools.com/support/solutions/
articles/70000582223-what-metrics-does-understand-have-
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Method Smell F-score ∆RF

ML_code2vec Long Method 0.24 -0.53
H_metrics Long Method 0.48 -0.29

ML_code2seq Long Method 0.55 -0.22
ML_metrics_votes Long Method 0.63 -0.14

ML_metrics Long Method 0.67 -0.10
ML_CuBERT Long Method 0.75 -0.02
ML_code2vec Blob 0.26 -0.31

H_metrics Blob 0.41 -0.16
ML_code2seq Blob 0.49 -0.08

ML_metrics_votes Blob 0.51 -0.06
ML_metrics Blob 0.52 -0.05

ML_CuBERT Blob 0.53 -0.04

Table 2: Results achieved in [36] and their comparison to median results of Random Forest from the current study

5.3. RQ3: how do our results compare to the results that
other researchers were able to achieve (regardless of
the data set)?

Our study, like other studies discussed in Section 5.2,
uses the MLCQ data set as the source of truth. However,
there are many other data sets used in the scientific lit-
erature, often used only in a single study. The problems
with this approach are discussed in Section 3.5 and in more
detail in [19].

Here, we only discuss papers that report detection of
at least one of the following four code smells: Blob (or
God Class/Large Class/Brain Class), Data Class, Feature
Envy and Long Method (or Brain Method), and use Java
projects for that. Although those results are not directly
comparable, we include them here to present the reader
with the range of results that may be expected in this sort
of research. We also want to show that selecting a data set
is a critical aspect for code smell detection, and the domain
will face challenges until the data acquisition procedures
are not agreed upon.

In Table 3, we gathered some of the results published
by other researchers in recent years. We extracted the
value of the F1 metric (MCC was frequently unavailable,
and we decided it is preferable to provide a comparable
metric to all results), and only included results from pa-
pers that reported it. If the values presented in the table
were universally considered valid, the detection problem
would already be solved in 2015, when the best value of
F1 for each smell exceeds 0.95. Presented results are only
example results from the last few years. The point of pre-
senting those is not to make a complete review, but to give
the reader a perspective on how big the differences can be.
Interestingly, the performance results do not appear to
correlate with the publication time, since the oldest paper
in Table 3 ([9]) is also the one that presents the highest
(or second-highest for some smells) performance results.

However, later research on the same smells using the
same algorithms and similar sets of predictors (predictors
are not included in Table 3, but the algorithms predom-
inantly used code metrics as their input data) show that

those results are not stable across data sets. This was
pointed out in [24] and was also an inspiration for creating
MLCQ [14].

5.4. Study implications
Machine learning algorithm performance—results

of our research clearly show that Random Forest is the al-
gorithm that performs best overall. This is not surprising,
as this algorithm is commonly considered one of the best
and is widely used to estimate the ceiling. However, inter-
estingly, Flexible Discriminant Analysis (FDA) performs
not much worse. To our knowledge [20], this is the first
paper on code smell detection that includes the FDA al-
gorithm, and, considering the results, we believe that this
may be a promising path to follow.

MCC vs F-score—despite the fact that the F-score
omits one quadrant of the confusion matrix and, theoreti-
cally speaking, the results may differ substantially between
F-score and MCC, in our research we have shown that in
the area of code smell detection, the actual differences are
minimal and using any of those metrics will lead to similar
conclusions.

Performance boundaries—while the research com-
munity struggles to achieve the best possible performance
metrics, it is not obvious what those maximum values
are. Considering that the agreement between developers
on what constitutes code smell is not very high [45], addi-
tional research is needed to estimate the achievable target
performance.

Missing predictors—our results suggest that the main
factor that can improve the detection results are additional
code metrics. These may be metrics from the Understand
tool or new ones (e.g., ones that include meaning of vari-
able names), but changes in machine learning algorithms
alone are unlikely to substantially affect the results.

Open source tools—both this paper and [51] use
predictors calculated by commercial tools (CODEBEAT
in our case, Understand in case of [51]). This poses a
threat to the reproducibility of these studies, since other
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Reference Year Smell Algorithm F1 Dataset source
[9] 2015 Data Class Random Forest 0.989 [9]
[9] 2015 Data Class Naïve Bayes 0.980 [9]
[9] 2015 Data Class SVM 0.71 [9]
[9] 2015 Data Class J48 0.987 [9]
[70] 2019 Data Class GA 0.65-0.89 [70]
[70] 2019 Data Class PEA 0.72-0.90 [70]
[70] 2019 Data Class MOGP 0.65-0.89 [70]
[70] 2019 Data Class SP-J48 0.70-0.90 [70]
[9] 2015 Blob Random Forest 0.980 [9]
[9] 2015 Blob Naïve Bayes 0.981 [9]
[9] 2015 Blob SVM 0.959 [9]
[9] 2015 Blob J48 0.980 [9]
[41] 2019 Blob Naïve Bayes 0.41 [71]
[41] 2019 Blob Rules (DÉCOR) 0.16 [71]
[33] 2019 Blob Deep Learning 0.223 [33]
[70] 2019 Blob GA 0.90-1.00 [70]
[70] 2019 Blob PEA 0.99-1.00 [70]
[70] 2019 Blob MOGP 0.94-1.00 [70]
[70] 2019 Blob SP-J48 1.00 [70]
[72] 2020 Blob GBM 0.843 [33]
[72] 2020 Blob Random Forest 0.847 [33]
[72] 2020 Blob KNN 0.725 [33]
[72] 2020 Blob Naïve Bayes 0.547 [33]
[9] 2015 Feature Envy Random Forest 0.973 [9]
[9] 2015 Feature Envy Naïve Bayes 0.936 [9]
[9] 2015 Feature Envy SVM 0.941 [9]
[9] 2015 Feature Envy J48 0.970 [9]
[70] 2019 Feature Envy GA 0.45-0.80 [70]
[70] 2019 Feature Envy PEA 0.91-1.00 [70]
[70] 2019 Feature Envy MOGP 0.49-0.89 [70]
[70] 2019 Feature Envy SP-J48 1.00 [70]
[33] 2019 Feature Envy Deep Learning 0.519 [33]
[72] 2020 Feature Envy GBM 0.146 [33]
[72] 2020 Feature Envy Random Forest 0.300 [33]
[72] 2020 Feature Envy KNN 0.044 [33]
[72] 2020 Feature Envy Naïve Bayes 0.005 [33]
[9] 2015 Long Method Random Forest 0.996 [9]
[9] 2015 Long Method Naïve Bayes 0.984 [9]
[9] 2015 Long Method SVM 0.976 [9]
[9] 2015 Long Method J48 0.993 [9]
[41] 2019 Long Method Naïve Bayes 0.23 [71]
[41] 2019 Long Method Rules (DÉCOR) 0.44 [71]
[33] 2019 Long Method Deep Learning 0.555 [33]
[72] 2020 Long Method GBM 0.242 [33]
[72] 2020 Long Method Random Forest 0.225 [33]
[72] 2020 Long Method KNN 0.084 [33]
[72] 2020 Long Method Naïve Bayes 0.196 [33]

Table 3: Results achieved by other researchers
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researchers may have trouble acquiring those tools. To al-
leviate this risk, we provide descriptions of those metrics.
Although we think this is acceptable as a step in an ex-
ploratory study, we also believe that metrics that prove
to be useful should be ported to open-source tools, such
as PMD8 or JavaMetrics9. PMD out-of-the-box is able to
calculate over a dozen metrics; JavaMetrics offers several
dozen metrics. As such, they could be extended during
each study (separately by each researcher), which could
decrease reproducibility of the results. Understand itself
is capable of calculating more than 100 metrics, and the re-
sults of this study suggest that some of them deliver value.
Researchers should identify which ones and port them to
open source tools so that they could be used by a wider
community.

Data sets—as shown in Section 5.3, the results for
the same algorithms and similar sets of predictors can
vary greatly. This variability is attributed to the data
selection process, which is not yet standardized in the re-
search community. Lack of standarization may be caused
by vague definitions of code smells and lack of agreement
between experts on what constitutes a smell. Although
earlier literature suggests that code smells are a useful con-
cept [73, 74], perhaps it would be more efficient to infer
them from defect data sets (as structural defect predic-
tors), rather than to rely on developers’ understanding.

5.5. Threats to validity
To analyze threats to the validity of our study, we fol-

low the classification of threats given by Wohlin [75] and
discuss the internal and external validity of the study.

5.5.1. Internal validity
The whole analysis presented in this study was auto-

mated. It is always possible that an important defect exists
somewhere in the relevant source code. Nowadays, this is
even more likely, since not only our code is relevant to the
results but also code of all libraries that are used in the
study. Of course, we cannot guarantee their correctness.
However, we used well-known and tested machine learning
libraries in a very mature environment. We believe that
this minimizes the likelihood of a library error that is rel-
evant for the results, but since this possibility cannot be
rejected, in the reproduction package, we provide a full list
of dependencies and their versions, including both a list of
R packages and a list of operating system packages that
were installed when performing calculations.

We also reviewed our code several times, but the pos-
sibility of it containing defects cannot be excluded. To aid
researchers who wish to reproduce this study, we published
the whole source code together with the results. Each ar-
tifact used in the study can be downloaded from an online
appendix described in Section 3.6.

8https://pmd.github.io/
9https://github.com/LechMadeyski/JavaMetrics

A likely problem with some of the algorithms – par-
ticularly Naïve Bayes – is their assumption about inde-
pendent predictors. In our study, this criterion was not
fulfilled (as proven by high correlation yield by a post hoc
analysis of predictors), so solutions that do not have em-
bedded resilience to this sort of problems may be improved
by feature engineering.

5.5.2. External validity
The models described in this study were built from

reviews created by a group of engineers with more or less
similar professional backgrounds, using a single set of open
source Java projects. We do not claim that these tech-
niques are transferable outside the realm of open-source
Java projects. Indeed, we do not even claim that the smells
themselves are transferable. Further research is needed to
decide on that. This study has simply set the bounds on
performance of machine learning models that use product
metrics as predictors for samples obtained by a wide group
of engineers, as there are studies showing low agreement
on what constitutes a code smell [76, 45].

6. Conclusions

Our study shows that Random Forest is the best algo-
rithm overall to detect code smells in Java source code –
performance measure that it was able to achieve was the
best in five our of seven experiments. In all cases, the dif-
ference was statistically significant, with large effect size
in four of those cases. Flexible Discriminant Analysis was
the second algorithm which performed very well and con-
sistently achieved performance in top three algorithms.

Overall, the degree to which we are able to detect a
code smell varies substantially depending on the smell it-
self – we are able to detect Long Method with high confi-
dence, Blob and Data Class with medium confidence and
Feature Envy with low confidence. For all cases, the algo-
rithms performed better than random guessing.

It should be noted that using F-score instead of MCC
would not affect the conclusions, as it appeared that these
two metrics follow a similar distribution for all the cases
analyzed. This means that although MCC is generally
a recommended performance measure (see [15, 16]), this
does not necessarily invalidate conclusions based on F-
score, widely used, especially but not only in older publi-
cations.

We were able to achieve an F-score higher than that
presented in [36], that used the same data set and sever-
ity preprocessing, although [36] used very advanced algo-
rithms, including the CuBERT model. On the other hand,
we were not able to replicate the results from [51], espe-
cially with higher severity thresholds, perhaps due to the
lower number of metrics used.

We have shown that results achieved on different data
sets cannot be reasonably compared – results achieved by
researchers when they use different data sets can range
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from 0.005 to 0.936, even for the same algorithm (Naïve
Bayes for Feature Envy). Until a widely accepted bench-
mark data set is established, the performance of the meth-
ods should only be compared when applied to the same
data set(s).

With baseline results established in this study, there
are two main directions for further research: first, improv-
ing code smell detection results. It seems that the most
promising way to achieve that is to increase the number of
software metrics available to the model, for example, with
metrics calculated by the Understand [69] tool. Second, a
benchmark should be developed that would allow practical
evaluation of code smell models, since the goal is not to
reduce the number of code smells per se, but to decrease
the number of defects in software and/or decrease over-
all maintenance effort, evaluation of models should take
this into account. In particular, we would like to evalu-
ate whether detection models trained on MLCQ can pos-
itively affect the performance of defect prediction models
or maintenance effort prediction models.
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Appendix A.

This appendix includes ranking tables Tables A.4 to A.6
useful for selecting the best overall machine learning al-

gorithm for code smell detection. Detailed results, data
tables, source code, and data sheet are available in an ex-
ternal appendix. The appendixcan be downloaded from
Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7319860
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Smell DS CTree FDA KNN kSVM libSVM MDA Naïve Bayes Random Forest
Blob DS1 5 6 1 3 4 0 2 7
Blob DS2 3 7 4 0 2 6 1 5

Data Class DS1 5 6 2 3 4 1 0 7
Data Class DS2 4 6 1 2 5 3 0 7

Long Method DS1 4 5 0 3 1 2 6 7
Long Method DS2 4 6 5 3 1 2 0 7
Feature Envy DS1 6 7 2 0 3 4 1 5

Total - 31 43 15 14 20 18 10 45

Table A.4: Ranking of machine algorithms for each of code smell data sets (based on median MCC) - higher is better

Smell DS CTree FDA KNN kSVM libSVM MDA Naïve Bayes Random Forest
Blob DS1 5 6 1 4 3 0 2 7
Blob DS2 3 5 4 0 2 7 1 6

Data Class DS1 5 6 2 4 3 1 0 7
Data Class DS2 5 6 1 3 4 2 0 7

Long Method DS1 3 5 1 2 0 4 6 7
Long Method DS2 4 6 5 3 1 2 0 7
Feature Envy DS1 4 7 2 1 3 5 0 6

Total - 29 41 16 17 16 21 9 47

Table A.5: Ranking of machine algorithms for each of code smell data sets (based on median F-score) - higher is better

Smell DS CTree FDA KNN kSVM libSVM MDA Naïve Bayes Random Forest Swaps
Blob DS1 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 1
Blob DS2 0 2 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 2

Data Class DS1 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 1
Data Class DS2 -1 0 0 -1 1 1 0 0 2

Long Method DS1 1 0 -1 1 1 -2 0 0 3
Long Method DS2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Feature Envy DS1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 -1 3

Total - 2 2 -1 -3 4 -3 1 -2 -

Table A.6: Differences in ranking of machine algorithms for each of code smell data sets between ranking based on MCC and ranking based
on F-score
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Name Description

ABC_SIZE Assignment Branch Condition size
ARITY Number of method arguments
BLOCK_NESTING Maximum block nesting
CYCLO Cyclomatic complexity
LINES_OF_CODE Number of lines of code, excluding comments and whitespaces
FUNCTIONS Total number of methods in a class
INSTANCE_VARIABLES Number of fields in a class
METHODS Number of non-static methods in a class
CHILDREN Number of classes that extend/implement class/interface
DEPTH Total inheritance depth
USES Number of references to the class
USED_BY Number of other classes that reference the class
TREE_IMPURITY Density of inter-class connections
INSTABILITY USED

USED+USED_BY

ATTRIBUTES Number of non-static fields
ACCESSORS Number of getters
MUTATORS Number of setters
NOT_ACCESSORS_OR_MUTATORS METHODS −ACCESSORS −MUTATORS
METHODS_WEIGHTED Sum of CYCLO values for all non-static methods
NOT_ACCESSORS_OR_MUTATORS_WEIGHTED Sum of CYCLO values for non-static methods that are

neither getters nor setters
AVERAGE_METHODS_COMPLEXITY Average CYCLO value for non-static methods
AVERAGE_NOT_ACCESSOR_OR_MUTATOR_ Average CYCLO value for non-static methods that are
METHOD_COMPLEXITY neither getters nor setters

Table A.7: Description of metrics provided by CODEBEAT. Metrics are calculated from a single codebase.

Name Description

AMW Average method weight
ATFD Access to foreign data
CBO Coupling between objects
CYCLO Cyclomatic complexity
DIT Depth of inheritance tree
FANOUT Number of called classes
LCOM5 Lack of cohesion in methods
LOC Lines of code
LOCNAMM Lines of code without accessors or mutators
NCSS Non-commenting source statements
NLV Number of local variables
NMO Number of methods overridden
NOA Number of attributes
NOAM Number of accessort methods
NOC Number of children
NOCM Number of constructor methods
NOFA Number of final attributes
NOM Number of methods
NOMNAMM Number of nont accessor or mutator methods
NONFNSA Number of non-final and non-static attributes
NONFNSM Number of final and non-static methods
NOP Number of parameters
NOPA Number of public attributes
NOPM Number of private methods
NOPRA Number of protected attributes
NOPVA Number of private attributes
NOS Number of statements
NPATH n-path complexity
TCC Tight class cohesion
WMC Weighted methods count
WMCNAMM Weighted methods count of non accessor or mutator methods
MOC Weight of class

Table A.8: Description of metrics provided by PMD
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